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Abstract. Infant motion analysis enables early detection of neurodevelopmental disorders like cerebral palsy (CP). Diagnosis, however, is
challenging, requiring expert human judgement. An automated solution would be beneficial but requires the accurate capture of 3D fullbody movements. To that end, we develop a non-intrusive, low-cost,
lightweight acquisition system that captures the shape and motion of
infants. Going beyond work on modeling adult body shape, we learn a
3D Skinned Multi-Infant Linear body model (SMIL† ) from noisy, lowquality, and incomplete RGB-D data. We demonstrate the capture of
shape and motion with 37 infants in a clinical environment. Quantitative
experiments show that SMIL faithfully represents the data and properly
factorizes the shape and pose of the infants. With a case study based on
general movement assessment (GMA), we demonstrate that SMIL captures enough information to allow medical assessment. SMIL provides a
new tool and a step towards a fully automatic system for GMA.
Keywords: body models, data-driven, cerebral palsy, motion analysis,
pose tracking, general movement assessment
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Introduction

One of the most common neurodevelopmental disorders in children is cerebral
palsy (CP), which is caused by abnormal development of, or damage to the brain.
Symptoms vary, but often include spasticity, abnormal muscle tone or impaired
motor skills. Early intervention seems to have a positive effect on cognitive and
motor outcome [18], yet requires early diagnosis. Neurological examinations or
∗
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technical assessment of brain functions show a large variation in predicting developmental outcome [5], and reliable diagnoses are generally obtained between the
age of one and two years [19]. Prechtl discovered that the quality of spontaneous
movements, in particular of the general movements (GMs), at the corrected
age of 2-4 months accurately reflects the state of the infant’s nervous system
[15]. As of today, the general movement assessment (GMA) method achieves
the highest reliability for the diagnosis and prediction of CP at such an early
age [11]. Trained experts, usually physicians, analyze video recordings of infants
and rate the GM quality, ranging from normal optimal to definitely abnormal in
a modified version of Prechtl’s GMA [5]. Infants with abnormal movement quality have very high risk of developing CP or minor neurological dysfunction [5].
Despite being the most accurate clinical tool for early diagnosis, GMA requires
a trained expert and suffers from human variability. These experts need regular
practice and re-calibration to assure adequate ratings. This motivates the need
for automated analysis. To allow GMA automation, a practical system must first
demonstrate that it is capable of capturing the relevant information needed for
GMA. Moreover, to allow its widespread use, the solution needs to be seamlessly
integrated into the clinical routine. Ideally it should be low-cost, easy-to-setup,
and easy-to-use, producing minimal overhead to the standard examination protocol, and not affect the behavior of the infants.
We present the first work on 3D shape and 3D pose estimation of infants,
as well as the first work on learning a statistical 3D body model from lowquality, incomplete RGB-D data of freely moving humans. We contribute (i)
a new statistical Skinned Multi-Infant Linear model (SMIL), learned from 37
RGB-D low-quality sequences of freely moving infants, and (ii) a method to
register the SMIL model to the RGB-D sequences, capable of handling severe
occlusions and fast movements. Quantitative experiments show how SMIL properly factorizes the pose and the shape of the infants, and allows the captured
data to be accurately represented in a low-dimensional space. With a case-study
involving a high-risk former preterm study population, we demonstrate that the
amount of motion detail captured by SMIL is sufficient to enable accurate GMA
ratings. Thus, SMIL provides a fundamental tool that can form a component in
a fully automatic system for the assessment of GMs. We make SMIL available
to the community for research purposes.
We review related work in the fields of medical analysis of infant motion and
statistical body modeling.
An overview of existing approaches for automating and objectifying the task
of GMA is presented in [11]. For automated analysis, accurately capturing the
motions of freely moving infants is key and has been approached in different
ways. Intrusive systems rely on markers captured by camera systems [12], or
on sensors attached to the infant’s limbs, like electro-magnetical sensors [8] or
accelerometers [6]. These approaches are highly accurate, since measurement
units are directly connected to the limbs. However, the sensors/markers affect
the infant’s behavior. In addition, the setup and calibration of such systems
can be cumbersome, the hardware is often expensive and the acquisition pro-
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Fig. 1: Method overview. We acquire and preprocess RGB-D data. We create an
initial infant model (SMPLB ) based on SMPL [9]. We register SMPLB to the
preprocessed data. We learn our new Skinned Multi-Infant Linear model (SMIL)
consisting of a new shape space, and a new pose prior from the registrations.

tocol requires time consuming human intervention. Non-intrusive systems rely
on simple, low-cost video or depth cameras, which facilitates usage in a broad
clinical environment. From raw RGB videos, different body parts are tracked
using optical flow [19] or weakly supervised motion segmentation techniques
[16]. RGB-D sensors allow capturing motion in all three dimensions, e.g. by estimating joint positions based on a random ferns body part classifier [7]. Most
similar to our work, the authors in [13] fit a body model consisting of simplistic
shapes to RGB-D data and compare their method to sparse manually annotated
landmarks. Differently to [13], we (i) learn a realistic infant body model from
data, (ii) resolve rotational ambiguities by capturing full body shape and pose
instead of 3D joint positions, and (iii) evaluate our model with surface distances,
accounting for both pose and shape accuracy.
Statistical body models aim to describe the surface of humans or animals
in a low-dimensional space. These models rely on sparse [1] or dense [9] surface
data captured from cooperative, easy-to-instruct subjects or 3D toy models [21].
Infants present a major challenge in terms of data acquisition as they are not
cooperative and cannot be instructed. Unlike previous work on human body
models, we are not aware of a repository of high quality scans of infants, and
thus, learn a 3D body model from RGB-D sequences of freely moving humans.

2

Learning the Infant Body Model

We create an initial infant model, SMPLB , by adapting SMPL [9], and register
it to the preprocessed data. Then, we learn our Skinned Multi-Infant Linear
model (SMIL) from these registrations. The method overview is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Manual intervention is only required in adjusting the pose priors (once
for SMPLB , once for SMIL), initial template creation (once for SMPLB ), and
defining the number of clothing parts for each sequence (preprocessing).
Data Acquisition. We record freely moving infants for 3 to 5 minutes on
the examination table without external stimulation, using a Microsoft Kinect
V1 RGB-D camera. Ethics approval was obtained from Ludwig Maximilian Uni-
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versity Munich (LMU) and all parents gave written informed consent for participation in this study.
Preprocessing. In the preprocessing step, we (i) transform depth images
to 3D point clouds using the camera calibration, (ii) filter all table points not
belonging to the infant by fitting a plane to the examination table, (iii) segment
the infant point cloud into skin, diaper and onesie by adapting the segmentation method described in [14]. Finally, we (iv) extract landmarks from the
RGB images, which provides us with 2D pose [4], hand locations [17] and facial
landmarks [20], with their respective confidence estimates.
Initial Model. Learning an infant shape space is a chicken-and-egg problem:
a model is needed to register the data, and registrations are needed to learn a
model. We manually create our initial model SMPLB , based on SMPL [9], a
statistical body model learned from thousands of adult 3D scans. Simply scaling
the adult model to infant size does not provide satisfactory results, as body
proportions severely differ. We (i) replace the SMPL mean shape with an infant
body mesh created with MakeHuman [10], (ii) leave the SMPL shape space
untouched, (iii) scale the pose blendshapes to infant size, and (iv) manually
adjust the pose priors. Because pose priors were learned on standing adults and
not lying infants, adjusting these manually is important to prevent the model
from explaining shape deformations with pose parameters.
Registration. The SMPLB registrations to the preprocessed 3D point clouds
are computed by minimizing the energy
E(β, θ) = Edata + Elm + Esm + Esc + Etable + Eβ + Eθ ,

(1)

where Edata measures the scan to registration mesh distance, Elm penalizes the
distance between estimated and registration landmarks projected to 2D as in [3],
Esm enforces temporal pose smoothness and Esc penalizes model self intersections
as in [3]. Etable integrates background information in order to keep the bottom
side of the registration body close to, but not inside the table. Eβ and Eθ are
the shape and pose prior, that enforce the shape parameters to be close to the
mean, and help to prevent unnatural poses, respectively.
Initialization. Since the optimization problem is highly non-convex, the success of the registration depends on a good initialization. In contrast to adults,
infants are incapable of striking poses on demand. Thus, relying on a predefined
initial pose is unpractical. We overcome this by proposing a novel automatic
method to select an initialization frame. We assume that a body segment is
most visible if it has maximum 2D length over the sequence, since perspective projection decreases P
2D body segment length. We choose the initialization
frame as finit = argmaxf s∈S len(s, f ) ∗ c(s, f ), where S is the set of segments,
len(s, f ) is the 2D length of the segment s at frame f , and c(s, f ) is the estimated confidence of the joints belonging to s at frame f . For finit we compute
the initial registration by optimizing a simplified version of Eq. 1. It contains a
2D body pose landmark term similar to Elm , a simplified data term, a strong
prior on pose, and a shape regularizer. From finit , we sequentially process the
neighbouring frames (forward and backward in time), using as initialization the
shape and pose results of the last processed frame.
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Fig. 2: (a): Average scan-to-mesh error Es2m in mm w.r.t. the number of shape
parameters for the two models aligned to all fusion scans. (b): example of RGB
input image and the result of SMIL registered to the data.

Personalized Shape. For each sequence, we “unpose” the point clouds
of a randomly selected subset of 1000 frames, similarly to [2]. The process of
unposing changes the pose of the model into a normalized pose, which removes
the variance related to body articulation. Because large parts of the infants’
backs are never visible, we add model vertices that belong to faces oriented
away from the camera, and call them virtual points. The union of the unposed
scan points and the virtual points is the fusion scan. We register the model to
the fusion scan by first optimizing only shape parameters and then optimizing
for the free surface to best explain the fusion scan, by coupling the free surface
to the first computed shape.
SMIL. To learn our Skinned Multi-Linear Infant model, we compute a new
infant-specific shape space by doing weighted PCA on all 37 personalized shapes.
We use low weights for points labeled as clothing and high weights for skin points,
with smooth transitions in between, to avoid including diapers and clothing
wrinkles in the shape space. We retain the first 20 shape components. In order
to avoid repeated poses due to the lack of motion (sequences have between 4K
and 10K frames), we randomly sample 1000 poses per sequence and learn the
pose prior from 37K poses. As the learned prior does not penalize illegal poses
(e.g. unnatural bending of knees) we manually add penalties to avoid them. Our
SMIL model is composed of the shape space, the pose prior, and a base template,
which is the mean of all personalized shapes.

3

Experiments

We evaluate SMIL quantitatively with respect to SMPLB and perform a casestudy on GMA ratings to demonstrate that SMIL captures enough information
for medical assessment. Our dataset consists of 37 recordings of infants from a
tertiary care high risk infants outpatient clinic, with an overall duration of over
two hours. The infants’ ages range from 9 to 18 weeks of corrected age (avg. of
14.6 weeks), their size range is 42 to 59 cm (avg. of 53.5 cm). We evaluate the
SMIL model with a 9-fold cross-validation, using 33 sequences to train and 4 to
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Fig. 3: Results of GMA case study. Percentage of ratings of synthetic sequences,
generated using SMIL, that agree with the reference ratings R1 Vrgb (left) and
R2 Vrgb (right), respectively. V{reg,other,large,mean} denotes different stimuli.

test. Different clothing styles (onesie, diaper, no clothing) are distributed across
all sets. We evaluate the scan distance to the model mesh (Es2m ) by computing
the Euclidean distance of each scan vertex to the mesh surface.
To evaluate the shape space, we register SMPLB and SMIL to the fusion
clouds and evaluate Es2m w.r.t. the number of shape parameters (Fig. 2a). SMIL
is more accurate than SMPLB when using the same number of shape parameters.
To evaluate how well the computed shapes and poses explain the input data we
register SMPLB and SMIL to all sequences (200K frames) with the method
described in Sec. 2 using 20 shape components. For SMPLB , Es2m is 2.67 mm
(SD 0.22 mm), and for SMIL, Es2m is slightly better: 2.51 mm (SD 0.21 mm).
Fig. 2b shows a registration sample. Manual inspection of all sequences reveals 16
unnatural leg/foot rotations, lasting altogether 41 s (= 0.54% of total duration),
and 18 failure cases (in 7 sequences), lasting altogether 49 s (= 0.66 % of total
duration). The most common failure is “mixed up feet”, i.e. feet aligned to the
opposite side. Once, arm tracking is lost during side viewing, and one time a leg
is severly twisted.
We conduct a case study on GMA to show that SMIL captures enough information to allow medical assessment. Three trained and certified GMA-experts
perform GMA in different videos. We use five stimuli: i) the original RGB videos
(denoted by Vrgb ), and ii) the synthetic alignment videos (Vreg ). For the next
three stimuli we use the acquired poses of infants, but we animate a body with a
different shape, namely iii) a randomly selected shape of another infant (Vother ),
iv) an extreme shape producing a very thick and large baby (Vlarge ), and v)
the mean shape (Vmean ). We exclude three of the 37 sequences, as two are too
short and one has non-nutritive sucking, making it non suitable for GMA. As
the number of videos to rate is high (34*5), for iv) and v) we only use 50% of
the sequences, resulting in 136 videos. For a finer evaluation, we augment standard GMA classes definitely abnormal (DA), mildly abnormal (MA), normal
suboptimal (NS), and normal optimal (NO) [5] into a one to ten scale. Scores
1-3 correspond to DA, 4-5 to MA, 6-7 to NS, and 8-10 to NO. We consider two
ratings with an absolute difference ≤ 1 to agree, and otherwise to disagree.
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Rater R1 is a long-time GMA teacher and has worked on GMA for over 25
years, R2 has 15 years experience in GMA, and R3 was certified one year ago,
but lacks clinical routine in GMA. Average rating score (and standard deviation)
for R1 is 4.7 (1.4), for R2 4.0 (1.9), and for R3 4.9 (2.3). The agreement on
original RGB ratings Vrgb between R3 and the more experienced raters is lower
than 50%, while R1 and R2 agree on 65% of the ratings. This further stresses
that GMA is challenging and its automation important. Due to the high rater
variability we further focus on ratings of experienced raters R1 and R2 . In Fig. 3,
we present rating differences between synthetic and reference sequences. Each
rater is compared to her own Vrgb ratings as a reference. R1 Vreg ratings agree
on 91% of the reference ratings, whereas R2 achieves an agreement rate of 79%.
The agreement decreases more (R2 ) or less (R1 ) when the motions are presented
with a different body shape. By extending the agreement threshold to ≤ 2, the
percentages of all sequences become very similar. We intend to conduct further
studies to elucidate the biases introduced by variation of shape.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we contribute SMIL, a realistic, data-driven infant body model,
learned from noisy, low-quality, incomplete RGB-D data, as well as a method
to register SMIL to the data. Their combination allows the accurate capture of
shape and 3D body motion of freely moving infants. Quantitative experiments
showed that SMIL’s metric accuracy is ≈ 2.5mm. We demonstrated its clinical usability with a case study on general movement assessment. Our results
illustrate the challenges of human GMA ratings - rater subjectivity and rater
consistency - and reinforce the need for an automated system. Two experienced
raters obtained 91% and 79% agreement between GMA ratings performed on
original RGB videos and on synthetic videos generated using our method, indicating that SMIL captures enough motion detail for medical assessment. The
introduction of shape variations led to a degradation of rating agreement.
Future work will study which non-motion related factors (body shape, texture, lighting) most affect the GMA ratings. Furthermore, we will target the
automation of GMA by learning to infer ratings from the captured data. We are
also investigating the usability of the system for quantification of disease progress
and the impact of early therapy in infants with spinal muscular atrophy.
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